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**ABC MINDFUL ME**
By Christiane Engel

**ABC YOGA**
By Christiane Engel

**GOOD NIGHT YOGA: A POSE-BY-POSE BEDTIME STORY**
By Mariam Gates

**MY FIRST YOGA ABC**
By Teresa Anne Power

**YOGA BUG: SIMPLE POSES FOR LITTLE ONES**
By Sarah Jane Hinder

PICTURE BOOKS
Find under the author’s last name.

**ALPHABREATHS: THE ABCS OF MINDFUL BREATHING**
By Christopher Willard

**BREATH FRIENDS FOREVER: A MINDFULNESS STORY FOR KIDS BY KIDS**
By Laurie M. Grossman

**CHARLOTTE AND THE QUIET PLACE**
By Deborah Sosin

**DINO DOES YOGA**
By Sofie Engstrom von Alten

**DINOSAUR YOGA**
By Mariam Gates

**GOOD MORNING YOGA: A POSE-BY-POSE WAKE-UP STORY**
By Mariam Gates

**GOOD NIGHT YOGA: A POSE-BY-POSE BEDTIME STORY**
By Mariam Gates

**HANDS TO HEART**
By Alex Bauermeister

**HERE AND NOW**
By Julia Denos

**I AM PEACE: A BOOK OF MINDFULNESS**
By Susan Verde

**I AM YOGA**
By Susan Verde

**MEDDY TEDDY: A MINDFUL YOGA JOURNEY**
By Apple Jordan

**MEDITATE WITH ME: A STEP-BY-STEP MINDFULNESS JOURNEY**
By Mariam Gates

**MINDFUL DAY**
By Deborah Hopkinson

**YOGA BUNNY**
By Brian Russo

**YOGA FRIENDS: A POSE-BY-POSE PARTNER ADVENTURE FOR KIDS**
By Mariam Gates

**ZOO ZEN: A YOGA STORY FOR KIDS**
By Kristen Fischer

JUNIOR NON FICTION

**ANYTIME YOGA: FUN AND EASY EXERCISES**
FOR CONCENTRATION AND CALM
By Ulrika Dezé
JNF Science Body

BREATHE LIKE A BEAR: 30 MINDFUL MOMENTS FOR KIDS TO FEEL CALM AND FOCUSED ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
By Kira Willey
JNF Life

CALM GIRL: YOGA FOR STRESS RELIEF
By Rebecca Rissman
JNF Science Body

CALM: MINDFULNESS FOR KIDS
By Wynne Kinder
JNF Science Body

I LOVE YOGA
By Mary Kaye Chryssicas
JNF Science Body

JUST BREATHE: MEDITATION, MINDFULNESS, MOVEMENT, AND MORE
By Mallika Chopra
JNF Science Body

MEDITATION IS AN OPEN SKY: MINDFULNESS FOR KIDS
By Whitney Stewart
JNF Life Issues

STRONG GIRL: YOGA FOR BUILDING STRENGTH
By Rebecca Rissman
JNF Science Body

YOGA FOR KIDS
By Susannah Hoffman
JNF Science Body

YOUR HAPPIEST YOU: THE CARE & KEEPING OF YOUR MIND AND SPIRIT
By Judy Woodburn
JNF Life Issues

DVDS
Find under JDVD NF Science Body.

GOOD MORNING YOGA
GOOD NIGHT YOGA
YOGA FOR KIDS: OUTER SPACE BLAST-OFF